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This pundit has long advocated the use of games and process simulations not just as learning tools but
as useful methods for exploring the results of complex scenarios in a comparative analysis. i Which
scenario has the highest return with the lowest risk profile?
Moreover, as when the invading aliens on the video game win, no one is seriously injured when the
“Failure is not an Option” problem generates disappointment! Perhaps embarrassed or “put in one’s
place”, hitting the reset button and trying again costs nothing other than the Human Marginal Cost of
Mortification (HMCM).
As with any learning experience, failure is often the best teacher. This is all fine and good unless the
stakes are high.

“Conventional wisdom says that we learn from our errors, but errors in the
business world can be prohibitively costly. To truly understand how our
complex business organizations function requires different tools than
managers typically have been given.
One tried and true method is to build models.”
ii

Almost a decade ago, we released the first version of Project Management Scenario Simulations. This
was later codified into a formal methodology including a software suite. iii This enabled organizations to
test various risk based scenarios before, “cutting steel.”
In a recent survey, only 21% of the companies “self-reported” that their organization had attained the
top level of Culture of Safety Maturity. iv Attainment for the Five Levels of COS Maturity:
•
•
•
•
•

Level 5
Level 4
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

21%
36%
26%
11 %
06 %

Moreover, when those top level organizations contract with partners or suppliers whose maturity is
lower, by default the maturity level of that project can only be as high as the highest maturity level of
lowest organizational maturity.
Additionally, each organization has its unique culture which is often the source of competitive
advantage; certainly organizational pride. By type, a large operator has a different culture than a large
service company or manufacturer and so forth for all large medium and smaller firms in the sector. v
Effectively, these organizational/inter-personal Cultures of Safety must interact on a project to create
ONE effective CULTURE of Safety for that particular operation. To better understand and develop
Operations Management Systems that incorporate cultural differences, one tried and true method is

to build models.
Cultural Interactions
In this era of lower commodity price points, there is no relief on the requirement for safe and
environmentally responsible operations. vi With these constraints on the business model, rehearsing
cultural scenarios offers opportunities to address complex functions without making costly business
mistakes.
Cultural gaming tools are available to help minimize the risk associated with cross-cultural Cultures of
Safety. As computer simulation solutions, they are less costly than prohibited costly human errors in this
area. vii

How does your organization assure an effective project Culture of Safety?
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